
Urban 2571 

Chapter 2571: Shenjizong secrets! 

 

... 

 

On this day, over the mountain gate of Shenjizong, a trembling dragon chant suddenly came! 

 

Many disciples in the clan were all startled and looked up into the sky! 

 

A cold, even gloomy, male voice with a hint of teasing and mockery sounded in the ears of the disciples 

of Shenjizong. 

 

"Qihan Sect, the true disciple Han Jiuxi, come to visit on behalf of the sect!" 

 

When everyone heard this, their expressions changed! 

 

Seven Han Sects? 

 

Although Qihan Sect is also one of the first-class powers with Shenjizong, it is much higher than 

Shenjizong in terms of the strength of the sect! 

 

After all, the current Shenjizong is almost the bottom among the first-class forces! 

 

And Qihan Sect, as a sect, is at least stronger than the weakest among those first-class families! 

 

Among the first-class forces, one should not be underestimated! 

 

The first-class forces, as one of the pillars of the kingdom of God, are friendly and harmonious on the 

surface, no matter how many open and secret struggles there are between them. 

 



Hearing Han Jiuxi's self-reporting of his family, the cloud and mist covering the sky above Shenjizong 

separated immediately. Everyone saw a single ice-white body, extremely majestic, full of spirituality, and 

full of dragon energy. At a glance, you can see that the dragon blood in the body is not weak. The ice 

dragon, pulling a very exquisite speeding car, soared down from the sky! 

 

When everyone saw this, their pupils shrank and their faces were shocked! 

 

This ice scorpion is a monster beast in the realm of Slashing Evil! 

 

Actually, used to pull a car? Moreover, still pulling a cart for a disciple? 

 

This is too luxurious! 

 

What's more, the dragon blood is so pure that even if you search the entire kingdom of God, you can't 

find many, right? 

 

Most male warriors have once had the illusion of driving a dragon cart and traveling around the world. 

Seeing the Hanjiu River of the Seven Cold Sects, the ice scorpion of the cart, the blood is so powerful, 

they can't help but have an envy look on their face. 

 

You should know that although there are many water dragons in the kingdom of God, the difference in 

bloodline can almost divide the high-level and low-level water dragons into two races! 

 

The ice scorpion in front of me was full of gleaming scales, and a pair of ice crystal-like dragon horn 

branches were distinct. In the dragon's eyes, the dragon was full of power, and even the strong chaos 

would be faintly shocked! 

 

Not only is the bloodline, but this appearance is also extremely good! 

 

It can be seen how spoiled this Han Jiu River is among the Seven Han Sects! 

 



Therefore, many disciples, attracted by this ice scorpion, came to the square in front of the mountain 

gate. 

 

Among them, there is one of the true disciples, Feng Ling Su who is called the Ice King by the disciples of 

Shen Ji Sect! 

 

At this time, he was staring at the dragon cart in surprise, and muttered to himself: "Han... Jiuxi?" 

 

The dragon cart landed, and in the extremely luxurious speeding car, walked down a young man with 

white hair and blue eyes, a tall figure and a white robe. 

 

Behind the man, followed by two middle-aged men full of power. 

 

The disciples of Shenji Sect, the moment they saw Han Jiuxi, their pupils contracted, and their faces 

appeared extremely shocked! 

 

This Han Jiuxi has an unfathomable breath! More importantly, this person seems to be only two 

hundred years old! 

 

You know, the first person of Shenjizong's true biography, Thunder Soul Qin Yuming, does not have such 

an unfathomable breath! 

 

And the two middle-aged people who followed Han Jiuxi were extremely scary. 

 

When everyone looked at Han Jiuxi, there was a strange look on their faces. 

 

How do you feel that this atmosphere is a bit wrong? 

 

Han Jiuxi looked around at the crowd, and a deep sense of unkindness flashed through his blue eyes. He 

slowly smiled and said, "After so many years, Shenjizong is still the same." 

 



A group of disciples looked at him suspiciously, this Han Jiuxi, have they come to their Divine Extreme 

Sect? 

 

Han Jiuxi’s gaze swept across the crowd, and suddenly fell on a person, with a smile on his face, and 

said: "Brother Feng, it’s been a long time since I’ve seen you, why, I’m here to your Divine Supreme Sect. 

Welcome to welcome me? Anyway, we are also of the same race?" 

 

Feng Lingsu's complexion changed slightly. After hesitating for a moment, he stepped forward and 

reluctantly smiled: "Brother Han, it's been a long time." 

 

The ice king was stern, and his appearance was similar to Han Jiuxi, with white hair and blue eyes. 

 

Feng Lingsu is also an extremely outstanding genius, only two hundred years old, with a high level of 

cultivation, but compared to Han Jiuxi, it is a world of difference! 

 

Everyone can't help but feel a little lost. Is this the strength of other first-class sects? 

 

The gap is a bit big! 

 

Han Jiuxi smiled and said, "Brother Feng, I came this time and prepared a gift specially for Shenji Sect. 

Broken about Zong losing the election?" 

 

What happened back then? 

 

When everyone heard the words, many people showed a sudden look on their faces... 

 

Nearly two hundred years ago, there was a race called the Han Clan, who lived in the kingdom of God 

from other places. They lived in a barren land in the kingdom of God, and their life was very bleak. 

 

The cold race is born with ice attribute abilities, but it is not a particularly powerful race. 

 



The ancestor of the Han nationality, who once seemed to have friendship with the ancestor of 

Shenjizong, got a Xuanyuan treasure jade. With this gem, a disciple could join Shenjizong. 

 

At that time, the patriarch of the Han clan brought all the geniuses under the age of ten in his clan to 

participate in the entrance examination of Shenji Sect. 

 

How could the assessment of Shenjizong be easy? Especially for children under ten! 

 

Most children have been eliminated! 

 

In the end, only two people were left! 

 

These two people are Feng Lingsu and Han Jiuxi! 

 

However, the patriarch of the Han clan only had one Xuanyuan Baoyu, and they could only take in one 

disciple by exception. 

 

Moreover, although it was two people who passed the assessment, in fact, the elders and mentors who 

audited all saw that Feng Lingsu's qualifications were far higher than Han Jiuxi! 

 

Han Jiuxi was able to pass the assessment because of Feng Lingsu, who kept helping him during the 

assessment process ! 

 

Feng Lingsu is considered a peerless genius, enough to join the Divine Extreme Sect, but Han Jiuxi's 

aptitude is not enough, it can even be said that it is far away. 

 

In the end, Shenjizong chose Feng Lingsu. 

 

Feng Lingsu and Han Jiuxi, when they were young, can be regarded as the turn of life and death. After 

knowing that he was selected, Feng Lingsu knelt on the ground and asked the mentor, the elder Han 

Jiuxi, to join the gate together! 

 



But the rules are the rules, how can there be such a good violation? 

 

After Han Jiuxi knew that Feng Lingsu was selected, he didn't say much, even with a smile on his face. 

 

A kind of smile that makes people look inexplicably creepy. 

 

From then on, Feng Lingsu stayed in Shenjizong and obtained abundant martial arts resources. He kept 

improving on martial arts, but Hanjiuxi returned to the bitter cold land, struggling for survival every day. 

! Even, in order to survive, all the Han people became slaves to a certain family! 

 

Except for the wind. 

Chapter 2572: Relegation to Shenjizong! 

 

The two people who were originally in the same identity have been separated by great differences since 

then, one is a disciple of the first-class sect, and the other is an extremely lowly slave... 

 

After that, Feng Lingsu did not live up to the expectations of the elders and mentors, rising all the way, 

in just two hundred years, breaking through everything and becoming one of the true disciples. 

 

Originally, after he had gained the strength, he wanted to find his former tribe and rescue them, but 

after a hard search, he got news that the family that took their tribe into slaves has been annihilated, 

the cold people. , Also lost track... 

 

It was not until decades ago that he suddenly heard that his former friend of life and death, Han Jiuxi, 

had risen to fame in the kingdom of God. According to legend, he had awakened the blood of the Ice 

God, and his speed of cultivation has reached a thousand miles in a day. The Seven Han Sects of Taoism, 

and the income of the school, once entered the Seven Han Sects, they created countless miracles! 

 

Originally, the wind was screaming, and he was very happy about it, but when he went to the Qihan Sect 

to visit this former kin... 

 

But he was humiliated by Han Jiuxi! 



 

Even, he even threatened that one day in the future, he would go to Shenjizong and let those fools of 

Shenjizong see clearly who is the real genius! 

 

Han Jiuxi patted his hands, and two beautiful women walked out of the speeding car. They also held a 

plaque in their hands. 

 

The plaque is covered with red cloth. 

 

Han Jiuxi took the plaque and smiled at Feng Lingsu: "This is my gift to you from Shenjizong!" 

 

After all, uncover the red cloth on the plaque! 

 

That is a plaque carved from ten thousand years of cold ice. The workmanship is extremely exquisite, 

and it can even be said to be supernatural! 

 

But when Han Jiuxi unveiled the red cloth, the audience was completely silent! ! ! 

 

All the disciples present stared at the big characters on the plaque, their eyes were bloodshot, and they 

stared at Han Jiuxi in anger! 

 

On the plaque, it read: \'Second-class Zongmen\' in four large characters! 

 

This is to get Shenjizong out of the ranks of first-class sects! 

 

Who is not proud to be a disciple who can join Shenjizong? 

 

How can you tolerate others and humiliate your own sect in public! 

 

Immediately, a group of disciples yelled at Han Jiuxi: "Asshole, put away your plaque!" 



 

"Get out of my Divine Extreme Sect!" 

 

"Too much bullying!" 

 

Feng Lingsu also asked Han Jiuxi with a gloomy expression: "Brother Han, what do you mean?" 

 

Han Jiuxi looked at Feng Lingsu playfully, and sarcastically said, "Haha, what's wrong? Is this plaque 

suitable for you? I heard that you have become a true disciple? Rubbish like you can also become a true 

disciple. Sect, among our first-class sects, it's the only one! What's wrong? Are you not convinced? 

Young Master Feng?" 

 

The anger of everyone was even greater. This Han Jiuxi not only humiliated the entire Shenji Sect, but 

also criticized their true disciples as rubbish? 

 

For a while, everyone clenched their teeth, their eyes were bloodshot, and they almost couldn't help but 

shoot! 

 

The wind was humiliated by the public, naturally, his resentment was extremely extreme, his whole 

body was trembling slightly, his fingernails were all embedded in the palms, and blood flowed down the 

palms! 

 

However, he lowered his head slightly and did not go to see Han Jiuxi! 

 

Because he knew that he had to bear it! 

 

What if he is angry again! Not to mention that Han Jiuxi's cultivation base far surpasses him, it is the Ice 

God bloodline that he can't contend! 

 

Now it's just taking the humiliation! It will only make Shenjizong more embarrassed! 

 



Feng Lingsu took a deep breath, suppressed the anger in his heart, and spoke to Han Jiuxi with 

unwillingness and shame: 

 

"Jiuxi, don't you just want to tell me that you are better than me? I admit that I am inferior to you, are 

you satisfied? Please, for the sake of you and me, you are still the same clan, go back..." 

 

The strength is not good, no matter how much it is said, it is nonsense. 

 

What he can do now is just bow his head and suffer humiliation by himself, rather than even bring the 

sect and suffer humiliation together. 

 

"Ha ha." 

 

Han Jiuxi smiled, his smile was just like what he had revealed when he was abandoned by Shenjizong. 

 

After he was given up by Shenjizong, how much suffering did he suffer? That is simply not a life for 

humans... 

 

But the wind is stern! He was in the Shenji Sect, enjoying everything that should belong to him! 

 

How could he let him go so easily? 

 

In Han Jiuxi's icy blue eyes, a thick resentment came up and said: "Isn't it as good as me? Haha, the wind 

is stern, you can't help taking yourself too low, right? 

 

Back then, the mentors and elders of those gods sects did not think so! Why are you inferior to me now? 

I'm here today to see how good the vision of Shenjizong is, and how good the genius they selected is 

better than me! " 

 

The wind was so severe that he couldn't bear it anymore, suddenly raised his head, and sternly said to 

Han Jiuxi: "Han Jiuxi! Are you too much? Didn't I help you during the assessment that day? I didn't do it 



for you. Plea? Even, after hearing your news, I went to you, but you mocked me! I never hated you, why 

are you so aggressive today?" 

 

"help?" 

 

The smile on Han Jiuxi's face became even more ferocious: "Do I need your **** to help me? You helped 

me to harm me! Let me leave a bad impression on the people of Shenji Sect! 

 

Feng Lingsu, back then, I didn't see that you were despicable to such a degree? " 

 

Feng Lingsu looked at Han Jiuxi in disbelief, how could there be such a person? 

 

He helped him kindly, but in his eyes, it became a reason for him to resent himself? 

 

If it weren't for him to help, Han Jiuxi, let alone being selected by Shenjizong, would not even pass the 

assessment alive! ! ! 

 

"Can't speak?" 

 

Han Jiuxi smiled sarcastically, as if he had seen everything through, his expression quickly calmed down, 

and he said, "The wind is linger, I did come to you, but after seeing your **** to this level, I have lost 

interest, do you know? You are not worthy to do it with me at all." 

 

After that, he glanced faintly, and the extremely angry group of disciples of the Divine Supreme Sect 

said: "The Qihan Sect really spreads to Han Jiuxi. It is known that the'geniuses' of the Divine Supreme 

Sect come out in large numbers, specially, come to learn, haha, hope A disciple of the first-class sect can 

have the courage to learn a few tricks with me." 

 

He heavily smashed the Xuanbing plaque in his hand to the ground and said, "I'm Han Jiuxi, one person 

fights you all!" 

 

Above the square, a cold wind blew, as if it had frozen everything silently. 



 

Feng Lingsu, including a group of disciples, were so angry that they almost stared at Han Jiuxi like a 

demon, but no one dared to challenge... 

 

Their Shenji Sect, the true legendary first thunder soul Qin Yuming, is also weaker than this person! 

 

How do you fight this? 

 

To put it in a bad way, the disciples of Shenjizong will not be Han Jiuxi’s opponents as soon as they 

embrace. 

 

But  If they have any hope, that person... 

 

Naturally Ye Chen! 

 

Demon God Ye Chen! 

 

The head disciple who has created countless miracles, Ye Chen, Senior Brother Ye! 

 

But right now, Brother Ye is not in the sect... 

 

In the void, Yu Zhenzi and the great elder stared at everything that happened on the square. 

 

The great elder said coldly: "This kid from the Seven Cold Sects is so **** too damn... to humiliate my 

Divine Sect so much?" 

 

Yu Zhenzi's complexion was also gloomy, but he still said coldly: "Huh, what about that? If you fall 

behind, you will be beaten. Wherever you go, it is the truth that will never change! It is good to polish 

these boys! Shameless, How to grow?" 

 



However, even though he said that, Yu Zhenzi looked out of the mountain gate and glanced at it... 

 

When will Ye Chen come back? 

Chapter 2573: Resolutely! 

 

Han Jiuxi glanced over the disciples of the Divine Jizong present, the coldness on his face became more 

intense, he stepped out and said: 

 

"No? The first-class sect disciple, who is so humiliated by me, is still indifferent? I feel like a dog will rush 

to bite me? 

 

Are you wood? Isn't even a dog better? This is the disciple of Shenjizong? Is this really an eye-opener to 

Han? " 

 

He smiled brightly and said, "I only brought this plaque today. I forgot to bring you another one. Sorry?" 

 

"What do you think, disciple Gouzong, what about these four words?" 

 

This is completely, putting the face of Shenjizong on the ground, it can not be said to be a mockery, but 

a direct insult! Insulting Shenjizong disciples ruthlessly! 

 

Does he Han Jiuxi need to show mercy? 

 

As long as the senior level of Shenjizong doesn't interfere, he has the confidence to sling the entire 

Shenjizong disciple! 

 

As for high-level intervention? 

 

Hehe, what he is doing now is at best worshipping the mountain, communicating, right? 

 



However, the nature of the high level of Shenjizong's intervention in the affairs of the juniors has 

changed. That is, it will provoke two wars, and the first-class forces will fight each other, and the entire 

kingdom of God will be chaotic! 

 

In that way, Shenjizong will become a sinner in the entire kingdom of God! 

 

Han Jiuxi believed that they would not be so stupid. 

 

At this moment, with a bang, the boundless cold air surged from Feng Lingsu's body, and his eyes were 

blood-red towards Han Jiuxi and said, "Shut up! I, fight you!" 

 

What kind of man would he be if he could bear such scolding? 

 

No matter how big the gap in strength is, we must fight! 

 

Han Jiuxi pretended to wave his hand and said, "What are you? You want to fight me? I am not as 

disgusting as you. I use my family to set off my interest? 

 

This is the last, I'll leave you a little face, you have to know how to accept with humility, you know? " 

 

"Die to me!!!" 

 

Being insulted again, the wind broke out completely, and he rushed to Hanjiu Creek desperately. There 

was an extra long sword made of ice crystals in his hand. Infinite cold energy gushed from his body and 

poured into that handle. Above the long sword! 

 

"Wanli Hantian Sword!" Feng Lingsu let out a low cry, cutting out with a sword. 

 

The infinite sword light swept away towards Han Jiu Creek like a wind and snow! In an instant, the entire 

Shenji Sect seemed to have fallen into the ice and snow! 

 



And in this wind and snow, the wind is stern, the **** who rules the ice cold! 

 

Upon seeing this, all the disciples of the Divine Jizong showed joy! 

 

This sword is extremely stunning! 

 

Wanli Hantian Sword, ancient sword art, and Feng Lingsu, had already cultivated to an extremely deep 

level! 

 

From the sword tactics, he has realized a rather strong source of martial arts! 

 

Coupled with his innate control of the power of ice and cold as a cold clan, for this sword tactic, it can 

multiply its power! 

 

In general, this sword is enough to kill a warrior who has reached the third level of Zhan'er! 

 

Even if Han Jiuxi's cultivation base surpasses Feng Lingsu, there is still a slight chance of winning! 

 

Standing in the wind and snow, Han Jiuxi didn't even move a moment. A sneer passed over the corner of 

his eyes and said, "I heard that your title is the Ice King?" 

 

His voice suddenly fell cold and said: "This is simply an insult to the word Bing!" 

 

The next moment, Han Jiuxi's body also burst into a shocking chill! Originally, in the wind and stern 

sword aura, like everyone falling into the ice and snow, at this time, it seemed to have entered an 

extremely cold hell! 

 

Many disciples with weaker cultivation bases have stiff limbs, unable to move, and are directly frozen by 

ice! 

 



Time, as if there was a moment of stillness, the wind Ling Su's chilling sword aura suddenly stopped 

rushing towards Han Jiu Creek, but rolled back after a moment of stagnation! 

 

"How is this possible!" Feng Lingsu exclaimed. He had thought about the countless results after this 

sword strikes, but he never expected that the sword he hit would actually kill him? 

 

Feng Lingsu gritted his teeth and desperately reversed his sword aura, while forcibly splitting a spirit 

power, spit out a mouthful of blood, and shouted in a low voice: "Spirit ice shield!" 

 

An ice shield appeared in front of him. Although Feng Lingsu was backlashed because of his strong 

spiritual power, his expression was still relaxed. 

 

But at this moment, a cold voice echoed in the flying snow. 

 

"Playing ice in front of me is just looking for death!" 

 

Han Jiuxi's figure shook, and he appeared in front of Feng Lingsu, casually pointed at the ice shield in 

front of him, and said softly: "Ice body, open!" 

 

A cold air directly ignored the ice shield and poured into Feng Lingsu's body! 

 

In an instant, the wind, snow, and ice shield disappeared at the same time. 

 

In the midair, two figures were revealed. 

 

Everyone looked at the two people, but their pupils shrank, and their faces were shocked! 

 

At this time, Feng Ling Su, known as the Ice King, was like a person who was about to freeze to death, his 

throat was choked by Han Jiuxi, his face turned blue and trembling constantly! 

 

Han Jiuxi used ice to completely crush the Ice King Feng Ling Su! 



 

Han Jiuxi stared at the wind and sneered, "Didn’t I tell you, aren’t you worthy to fight me? Why bother 

to humiliate yourself? Ice King? Dog King, is it almost the same? Now, my chill It has invaded your body. 

As long as I want to, I can freeze the meridians all over your body instantly, you know?" 

 

When everyone heard this, their complexions changed! 

 

The meridians are all frozen and broken, although it will not die, but it will also have a great impact on 

the martial artist of the Evil Realm! Even if it wants to recover, it will take ten or eight years, right? 

 

It may even affect the foundation of Xiuwu! 

 

For a genius like Feng Lingsu, it is simply a death sentence! 

 

It's worse than killing him! 

 

Han Jiuxi, too ruthless! 

 

In Feng Ling's eyes, there was also a flash of panic! 

 

Han Jiuxi smiled playfully: "Afraid? Can you still talk? As long as you learn a dog bark, I will let you go, 

how about?" 

 

Feng Lingsu was silent, and after a while, he opened his mouth. 

 

A satisfied smile appeared on Han Jiuxi's face, cool, so cool! 

 

The feeling of revenge is so cool! 

 



But the next moment, Feng Lingsu actually showed a stern look on his face, and yelled: "Inferiority 

complex!" 

 

Han Jiuxi was taken aback, his face turned anger, but soon, he calmed down, with a loud bang, and cold 

air gushing out of the windy body. 

 

"Ahhhhh!!!" Feng Lingsu let out a scream: "My meridian! My meridian!!!" 

 

As soon as Han Jiuxi loosened his hands, his wind-stricken body fell to the ground. However, his 

meridians were severed and he couldn't even move. Two tears of blood poured out of his eyes. 

 

Compared to death, he was more afraid of his martial arts foundation being destroyed, and let himself 

become a mortal from a genius. 

 

If he is the only one, he might really learn how to bark. 

 

but! He is not alone! He is in front of Shenjizong, a group of disciples! 

Chapter 2574: Fire of hope 

 

He is a true disciple of the Shenji Sect, the Ice King Feng Lingsu! 

 

Therefore, he must not be here and bow his head to Han Jiuxi! ! ! 

 

"Who else?" 

 

Han Jiuxi didn't take it seriously, and once again landed next to the Xuanbing plaque, scanning the 

crowd, the expression of contempt on his face was unconcealed. 

 

The true story first, in the eyes of Thunder Soul Qin Yuming, the lightning flashes, that is his anger. 

 



He knew that he was not Han Jiuxi's opponent, but he still walked towards Han Jiuxi. Sometimes, 

fighting is not only a question of whether he can win! 

 

Sometimes fighting is a responsibility! 

 

... 

 

Mangshan Villa. 

 

Ye Chen and Zhou Yuanxin did not enter the villa. 

 

Ye Chen's spiritual consciousness swept away. What surprised Ye Chen was that Gu Lao was not there at 

all. 

 

And Yin Ming was not there either. 

 

At this moment, a man in the villa ran out panting. 

 

"Young Master Ye, you finally came." 

 

Ye Chen frowned slightly: "Where are Gu Lao and Miss Yin?" 

 

Then the man handed a jade medal to Ye Chen: "Young Master Ye, I asked me to give it to you, Mr. Gu. If 

you read it, you will understand." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, took the jade card, and slightly sensed it, and instantly Gu Lao's familiar voice came in 

his mind. 

 

"Ye Chen, you received this jade medal, you should have found my things in Shenjizong." 

 



"This item is extremely important, you keep it for the time being." 

 

"I received the news that Mo Lingzi came to the kingdom of God. I was very happy, and the excitement 

was beyond words. As my friend and Yin Ming's master, we should all meet." 

 

"Although I am a useless person and no longer have the glory that I used to have, the devil has always 

been happy with me, and I have regarded him as my brother." 

 

"He made me understand that there is hope in the world." 

 

"He made me understand that the Illuminati swept away the darkness." 

 

"So Yin Ming and I will leave the villa for a while. If you come at this time, then you will return to 

Shenjizong first." 

 

"The next day, if I come back, I will use this jade card to contact you again." 

 

"When the time comes, you and I will be happy." 

 

Ye Chen put the jade card away and looked at Zhou Yuanxin: "It seems that the bones are not there, 

then we will disturb you next time." 

 

"It seems that the relationship between Mo Lingzi and Gu Lao is deeper than I thought." 

 

Zhou Yuanxin touched his nose: "Brother Ye, let's go back to Shenjizong, I think it's a mentor." 

 

Ye Chen gave Zhou Yuanxin a white glance: "Go." 

 

... 

 



Soon, the two returned to Shenjizong. 

 

Ye Chen and Zhou Yuanxin used the token given to him by Yu Zhenzi to open the mountain protection 

formation and returned to the Shenji Sect. 

 

The two flew towards the mountain gate. 

 

On Zhou Yuanxin's round face, a trace of confusion suddenly appeared, and he asked Ye Chen, "Big 

Brother Ye, something seems to be wrong?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded. In the past, many disciples would travel in the mountains, but today, they did not meet 

anyone. 

 

In the next moment, a powerful spirit rushed out from Ye Chen's eyebrows! 

 

Almost, it shrouded the entire Shenji Sect! 

 

The meaning of real martial arts, and the power of the martial arts artistic conception, can be regarded 

as an increase to the spirit. 

 

In an instant, Ye Chen furrowed his brows and grabbed Zhou Yuan's new words: "Let's go!" 

 

He flashed wildly, heading towards the mountain gate! 

 

... 

 

At this time, in the void above the mountain gate, the complexions of Yu Zhenzi and the great elder 

were already pale! 

 

On the square, there were many disciples of Shenjizong lying in various directions, each of them was 

seriously injured, the kind that could hurt the foundation of martial arts! 



 

Moreover, each of them is an extremely good disciple in the Divine Extreme Sect! 

 

Are they really going to sit idly by? 

 

But if they intervene, the severity of the matter will really rise to a level! 

 

Han Jiuxi looked at the true stories on the ground, disciples of the inner sect, yin and yang said strangely 

to the disciples of Shenjizong: "That's it? Huh? No one, have you come to discuss with me? I have let you 

all. One hand, even, still standing still, how can the trash of the inner door be so ugly?" 

 

He patted the second-class sect plaque next to him and said: "This plaque, for you, is really worthy of 

the name!" 

 

However, all the disciples can only lower their heads and remain silent, with despair in their eyes. 

 

Those disciples who were the strongest of the Divine Extreme Sect were all defeated by Han Jiuxi, so 

what could they do? 

 

As for desperately? 

 

Haha, when the two middle-aged people beside Han Jiuxi, are they decorations? 

 

The two of them are unfathomable cultivation bases! 

 

The big elder's eyes are about to stare out, and he is full of spiritual power, and gritted his teeth and 

said: "This little beast, really wants to do things!" 

 

Yu Zhenzi was silent. 

 



This Han Jiuxi is really disgusting! 

 

Even if they lived like this for an unknown amount of time, the old monsters with extremely calm 

temperament would not be able to stand it! 

 

The elder sighed, his face seemed to be old for a few minutes and said, "My Divine Supreme Sect, is it 

really going to decline? Is the gap between the younger generation of disciples and other first-class 

forces already so big? Let this continue. Who will protect the face of our Shenjizong?" 

 

After all, they are the older generation, and it is impossible for them to end in person, but in the Shenji 

Sect, who can stand up? 

 

If you fall behind, you will be beaten. If your disciple is not as good as others, you will be challenged and 

humiliated by others! 

 

The Kingdom of God is so cruel. 

 

"Yes, once our disciples of the Divine Extreme Sect were almost trampled underfoot by other first-class 

forces, even our old fellows were a little bit unable to raise their heads." 

 

As he said, two light bursts suddenly burst out of his eyes! 

 

"But, that was only once! Isn't it? Shenjizong is no longer the same Shenjizong in the past!" 

 

"The current Shenji Sect has a disciple named Ye Chen!" 

 

In an instant, the Great Elder completely understood why Ye Chen was so important in Yu Zhenzi's 

heart! 

 

The younger generation of Shenjizong needs someone who can stand out! 

 



At this moment, a cold, cold male voice sounded above Shenjizong Square. 

 

"You, want to fight?" 

 

This voice is very familiar! 

 

Swish Everyone looked in the direction of the sound. 

 

The speaker is naturally Ye Chen! 

 

For a time, all the disciples of the Divine Jizong were extremely excited! 

 

Ye Chen, here comes! 

 

Shenjizong's strongest disciple, the pride of Shenjizong, the demon **** Ye Chen who has created 

countless miracles, is back! ! ! 

 

He appeared when they were most desperate and needed him the most! 

 

There was a fire in the hearts of everyone, a fire of hope! 

 

Han Jiuxi frowned when he saw these disciples' bright eyes, what's going on? 

 

As far as he knew, Shenjizong, the first person in the true legend, wasn't the thunder soul Qin Yuming 

who had been frozen to pieces by him? 

 

Soon, the crowd separated, and a man walked in front of Han Jiuxi. 

Chapter 2575: Fear of Han 9 Creek 

 



Han Jiuxi, who had originally frowned, was taken aback when he saw the young man! 

 

Immediately, he laughed directly! 

 

"Hahahahaha, you guys, do you think you were beaten too badly and want to make me laugh? Let me 

let you go? Whom did I think was coming? A too imaginary realm, or a utterly empty waste , Makes you 

so excited? Is it true that a pig comes over and you all have to celebrate?" 

 

Taixu layer of the sky, in the Seven Cold Sect, that is the bottom of the bottom, almost extinct creatures! 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the disciples on the ground, and said, "Did you fight?" 

 

Han Jiuxi looked at Ye Chen and smiled happily. Did you fight? This waste, is the brain flooded? Dare to 

question him? 

 

Looking for death? 

 

"I played it, why?" He despised Ye Chen and said: "You, want to give them a head? Challenge me?" 

 

As he said, he stretched out a finger and smiled grimly: "Don't say I bully you, I only use one finger to 

deal with you, okay? If I use one more, even if I lose?" 

 

"is it?" 

 

Ye Chen held the Qinglian Destroying Sword in his hand and looked at the plaque beside Han Jiuxi. 

 

The words above are very dazzling. 

 

"You seem to like to learn, but if you learn too much, you will get tired." 

 



Ye Chen returned his gaze to Han Jiuxi. 

 

"Since I have given me such a gift from Shenjizong, I have to pay my respects, right? For example, 

beating you with a disability and letting you rest at home?" 

 

Han Jiuxi's smile condensed, and his killing intent rolled in his icy blue eyes. 

 

What is this waste? 

 

Want to mutilate yourself? 

 

Ha ha…… 

 

He decided to freeze the meridians. He is already a little tired of playing with it. This time, he will freeze 

the limbs and limbs directly. 

 

But at this moment, Ye Chen took the lead! 

 

His whole body was covered with a faint light. 

 

To Ye Chen's surprise, the Kuangwu Overlord actually gave himself some strength. 

 

He did not ask. 

 

He wants to see how strong he is. 

 

Even if he knows that Han Jiuxi is very strong! 

 

He is also ready for injury! 



 

But the shame of the sect, as a disciple of the head, he must take this step. 

 

He can say that many of Shenjizong are not! 

 

But no outsider is allowed to insult Shenjizong! 

 

"Kunwu Overlord, why do you give me strength?" 

 

Before doing it, Ye Chen communicated with the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

However, the Overlord of Kuangwu only replied with nine words: "I hate this person, nothing more." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes condensed, no longer hesitating! 

 

"Only I Lingxiao, Tushen breaks the sky!" 

 

The eight-character mantra, like the whispers of the gods and demons, accompanied by the ultimate 

martial intent, permeated the gods sect, a sword light, enveloping infinite power, suddenly appeared, 

like a meteor across the night, cut towards the cold Jiuxi. 

 

The Great Elder and Yu Mako, at this time, their complexions changed slightly! 

 

This sword was actually a few points stronger than Ye Chen's sword when he killed Hong Yan! 

 

In other words, at that time, Ye Chen hadn't done his best yet? They feel that their brains are not 

enough... 

 

At this moment, there seemed to be something in Han Jiuxi's mind that exploded... 

 



After 0.1 second, he reacted, what was exploding was fear! 

 

Unparalleled fear! 

 

This sword, in terms of strength, he can contend. 

 

But the meaning of martial arts...very strong! 

 

Before this awe-inspiring meaning of martial arts, he was extremely small! 

 

At this moment, where can he care, what is standing still, and what makes him use only one finger? 

 

His figure flashed crazily, and he retreated wildly to the rear. There was an ancient frost warhammer in 

his hand. He clenched the warhammer in both hands and screamed like crazy: "Ice God possesses!" 

 

The whole person is almost on the verge of collapse! 

 

No one knows how frightening it is to be locked by Ye Chen with all his strength! 

 

He didn't understand why a piece of trash that was too empty could make him so scared and able to cut 

such a sword against the sky? 

 

He even had no time to think... 

 

He only knows that if he doesn't give his full strength, he will definitely die! ! ! 

 

Ice God possesses the strongest power he can display! 

 

Boundless chill, gathered on the warhammer, the spiritual power of the five chaos turns, crazy far, the 

temperature in the entire sacred mountain where the Shenjizong is located is rapidly dropping! 



 

In the blink of an eye, it was hundreds of degrees below zero, almost, close to absolute zero! On the 

sacred mountain, heavy snow flew, and the entire surface of the sacred mountain was covered with 

thick ice crystals! 

 

This ice **** possesses body, can be called against the sky! 

 

What is even more shocking is that a little white light has condensed on the Frost Warhammer! 

 

One point, white light beyond absolute zero! 

 

That white light is simply not the cold that can appear in this world! 

 

Anything, at the moment it touches this white light, will be frozen and annihilated! 

 

Originally, everyone who was full of confidence in Ye Chen was very nervous and worried the moment 

they saw the white light! 

 

This white light, even if the super enchanting in the early and mid-term of Zhan'er, may not be able to 

defeat it head-on, right? 

 

Is this the real strength of Han Jiuxi? 

 

In the next moment, the sword light that seemed to be able to cut the world into nothingness collided 

with the extremely icy white light! 

 

These two forces, entangled, twisted, and faintly entangled with each other, actually have a slight 

impact on the martial arts laws surrounding the void! 

 

For a time, at the gate of the Divine Extreme Sect, there were many visions, in the void, lightning and 

thunder, the roar of the storm, and the wind and thunder. 



 

With a loud bang, the white light dissipated, and cracks appeared on the Frost Warhammer in Han Jiuxi's 

hand. The immense power surged along the warhammer and instantly shook Han Jiuxi's tiger's mouth to 

cracks. Cracks appeared in the bones of the arm! 

 

The Frost Warhammer, fly out! 

 

However, that sword light also disappeared! 

 

On Han Jiuxi's face, ecstasy appeared, panting heavily. 

 

Survived  He, survived! ! ! 

 

However, at the next moment, Han Jiuxi was slightly taken aback, a bad premonition filled his heart. 

 

Just now, where did the kid from the Supreme Void Realm go? 

 

No, you were frozen into nothingness by your own ice god's light, right? 

 

At this moment, Han Jiuxi's complexion changed abruptly, turning his head abruptly, a cyan long sword, 

rapidly magnifying in front of his eyes! 

 

He flickered, trying to avoid, but it was too late! 

 

Han Jiuxi reluctantly raised his hands and blocked the long sword. On his wrist, a pair of ice jade 

bracelets shined brightly, instantly giving birth to countless heavy and hard profound ice, blocking it that 

looked extremely rough. A long sword that cannot be called a spiritual weapon... 

 

can! 

 



Those Xuan Bing was broken in an instant. 

 

At the same time, there were also the jade bracelet on Han Jiuxi's wrist and his two arms! 

Chapter 2576: Dare you? 

 

"It hurts!!! It hurts!!!" 

 

Blood spurted crazily, Han Jiuxi staggered back, his arms were broken, the kind of pain, heart-piercing! 

 

The cold air gushed out, freezing Han Jiuxi's wound, but at this time, he was still seriously injured, how 

could he fight again? 

 

He looked at the monster-like young man in the Taixue Realm. Among his ice-blue eyes, there was 

nothing left but horror! 

 

He opened his mouth, wanted to admit defeat, wanted to ask for help, but before his voice came out, Ye 

Chen's third sword had arrived! 

 

Too fast! 

 

This sword fell on Han Jiuxi, but the power did not directly explode, but penetrated into his body, 

shaking his entire body's meridians, bones, and flesh and blood into mud! 

 

"Puff!" Han Jiuxi spit out a mouthful of blood with internal organs, and fell to the ground wiltingly. 

 

The ice and snow on the sacred mountain dissipated, and the sun shone on everyone, warm. 

 

But at this moment, all the disciples in front of the gate of Shenjizong Mountain are like ice sculptures! 

 

It looks more like an ice sculpture than when the body is stiffened by the light of the ice god! 



 

Three swords? 

 

Just used three swords? 

 

Ye Chen defeated Han Jiuxi who had crushed a group of elites of the Extreme Divine Sect. 

 

This is no ordinary Zhan'er four-layer heaven! 

 

This is **** too shocking, too unimaginable! 

 

Originally, when Ye Chen appeared, their hearts also gave birth to the hope that Ye Chen could defeat 

Han Jiuxi. After all, the demon **** Ye Chen had created countless miracles! 

 

but! Miracles are also divided into grades! 

 

They thought that Ye Chen could win, but they never thought that Ye Chen won so easily! 

 

It is not an exaggeration to say that it is rolling! 

 

Well, it's not a cat or a dog! ! ! 

 

But Ye Chen himself was not satisfied with this result, frowning slightly, Sanjian is too much for him. 

 

You know, this is the three swords blessed by the power of the violent overlord. 

 

Three swords with a strong sense of martial arts. 

 

However, it is enough to show that Han Jiuxi is against the sky. 



 

God Kingdom, how many such evil evildoers are there? 

 

Ye Chen knows that there are many! 

 

The mystery of the kingdom of God is far from being touchable by oneself. 

 

There are many first-class sects, and there are still many first-class families. 

 

What's more, above the first class, there must be a more mysterious and unthinkable existence. 

 

If you can absorb 10% more of that martial art concept, you may only need a sword! 

 

If Ye Chen's thoughts are known by those disciples, I am afraid, he should vomit blood directly... 

 

Three swords defeated Han Jiuxi of Qihan Sect, you still think too much? 

 

At this moment, the two middle-aged people who came with Han Jiuxi looked at each other, their faces 

were extremely ugly, and they were about to save people when they moved! 

 

However, the next moment, they stopped, unable to move. 

 

Because Ye Chen pointed Qinglian Tiantian Sword on the top of Han Jiuxi's head. 

 

Teacher Wu looked worried and shouted: "Boy! You have won, what else do you have to do!?" 

 

Teacher Zhou also stared at Ye Chen fiercely and said, "Han Jiuxi, is our true disciple of Qihan Sect. He is 

dead, and Qihan Sect will never give up!" 

 



Ye Chen smiled and said: "Really? Don't get excited, it's just that there is something else, isn't it done?" 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the Xuanbing plaque, waved his hand, took it into his palm, smashed it fiercely, and 

shattered the plaque! 

 

He looked down at Han Jiuxi and the fragments of the Xuanbing plaque and said: "Eat or die, you choose 

one." 

 

Mentor Wu and Mentor Zhou, their expressions changed wildly, and shouted: "Boy, do you dare!!!" 

 

After speaking, he must rush to save people desperately. 

 

However, Ye Chen said lightly: "Look at me, dare you?" 

 

In an instant, Mentor Wu and Mentor Zhou were sweating, and the young man in the emptiness in front 

of them gave them unimaginable pressure! 

 

That kind of indifference is the deadliest madness! 

 

As if killing Han Jiuxi, in his eyes, there is no difference between killing an ant! 

 

Mentor Wu and Mentor Zhou, dare not bet! Dare to bet with Ye Chen! 

 

Instructor Wu took a deep breath and said to Han Jiuxi: "Jiuxi...eat it, it's important to save your life 

first..." 

 

Han Jiuxi's pupils trembled, and in the next moment, he actually swallowed the fragments of the plaque 

piece by piece, chewed hard! 

 

Fresh blood flowed out of Han Jiuxi's mouth, and each tooth broke and fell off one after another. 



 

Han Jiuxi does have the blood of the Ice God and can control ice and snow, but! His teeth are not as hard 

as Xuanbing! 

 

It wasn't until the last piece of debris was also swallowed by Han Jiuxi that Ye Chen slowly put away the 

Qinglian Heaven Slayer Sword. 

 

Wu Tuueren looked at each other, and with a flash, he grabbed Han Jiuxi, got into the speed car, and 

drove the ice scorpion, leaving quickly... 

 

They have lost all the faces of their Qihan Sect, so naturally they are running fast! 

 

On the square, cheers rang out! 

 

The disciples of Shenji Sect were all shouting, "Brother Ye! Brother Ye!" 

 

Ye Chen, stand up! 

 

Even, with the entire Shenjizong, stood up! 

 

Ye Chen fed a piece of pill into the mouth of the disciples who fell on the ground. 

 

Many golden needles appeared in his hand. 

 

The golden needle flickered, falling into the bodies of everyone in a dazzling manner. 

 

With his golden needle into the body, coupled with the pill, these Shenjizong disciples should be able to 

recover in a short time even if their meridians are severed. 

 

But two people were seriously injured. 



 

Feng Lingsu and thunder soul Qin Yuming. 

 

Both of them are true disciples of the Divine Extreme Sect, both of them are extremely talented, but the 

injuries at this moment are extremely serious. 

 

Perhaps martial arts cultivation will be destroyed. 

 

This is definitely a devastating blow to such proud two. 

 

Even for Shenjizong, it was a nightmare. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes fell on the two of them. 

 

Feng Lingsu and Qin Yuming also stared at Ye Chen, their dim eyes, with regrets and longings. 

 

Although they saw that Ye Chen treated many Shenjizong disciples, they knew that their injuries were 

too serious. 

 

Even the master may not be able to treat. 

 

Not to mention Ye Chen. 

 

Feng Lingsu stood up with difficulty, aching all over: "Ye Chen...thank you here." 

 

"Shenjizong I am proud to have you." 

 

Qin Yuming also said, "Ye Chen, thank you." 

 



"From now on, Shenjizong will leave it to you." 

 

The attitude of the two is extremely serious. 

 

They are aloof geniuses. 

 

Although not the top of the kingdom of God, but also a high-class genius. 

 

Allowing them to say this is to admire Ye Chen from the bottom of my heart. 

 

They also know that they are now useless, and may no longer be qualified to become true disciples. 

 

But at this moment, Ye Chen spoke extremely solemnly: "What do you entrust me to do?" 

 

"It's not that you can't cultivate!" 

 

"With such a great talent, don't you plan to set foot on the Chaos Realm?" 

Chapter 2577: Girly heart 

 

Qin Yuming and Feng Lingsu were stunned, and then laughed at himself: 

 

"We are useless, let alone the Chaos Realm, even if it is too virtual, it will not be possible to reach it in 

the future." 

 

However, Ye Chen had hundreds of golden needles in his hands: "What are you thinking about!" 

 

"With me, Ye Chen, it is impossible for a disciple of Shenjizong to become a waste!" 

 

In the next second, hundreds of golden needles burst out of colorful light! 



 

The colorful light shoots into Qin Yuming and Feng Lingsu like a rainbow! 

 

Hundred needles tremble! A colorful formation suddenly appeared on the body. 

 

An extremely warm current filled their bodies! 

 

Afterwards, Ye Chen took out some herbs from the reincarnation cemetery, held it with five fingers, and 

instantly turned into powder. 

 

The endless powder instantly penetrated into Qin Yuming and Feng Lingsu's body under Ye Chen's 

control. 

 

After that, he pinched his fingers and pressed one finger on Qin Yuming's and Feng Lingsu's foreheads. 

 

An ancient, golden rune appeared. 

 

If you look closely, it is one-Cang! 

 

Cang ancient medicine **** Cang! 

 

Qin Yuming and Feng Lingsu were a little messy, and he could feel his injuries recovering rapidly! 

 

The ruined foundation and pubic pubic area are like a new life! 

 

how can that be! 

 

The two of them stared at Ye Chen with wide eyes. 

 



They don't know what to say! 

 

Ye Chen's martial arts talent is terrifying to the extreme! 

 

Could it be that... the talent of medical skills is also heaven-defying? 

 

Is there such a genius in this world? 

 

The incredible genius? ? 

 

Ye Chen stood up, wiped off the sweat on his forehead, and said: "I will prescribe you a medicine later. 

After taking it for three consecutive days, it should be cured." 

 

"It won't affect your cultivation base and strength." 

 

"However, pay attention to Dantian control recently." 

 

The world is silent! 

 

Pause for a full minute! 

 

Qin Yuming and Feng Lingsu completely awakened! 

 

The two looked at each other, it was the joy of the rest of their lives! 

 

For martial artists, foundation and martial arts are fate! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen gave them a second life! 

 



The two knelt down together, and they wanted to kowtow in front of Ye Chen, but they were stopped 

by Ye Chen. 

 

"All brothers, don't have to give such a big gift." 

 

Qin Yuming and Feng Lingsu have serious eyes: "Brother Ye, from now on, our lives will live because of 

you!" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, directly helped the two of them up, and walked towards a girl. 

 

The girl is Chu Ying. 

 

"Ying'er, what are you doing looking at me like this?" 

 

"That...that..." Chu Yingqiao blushed slightly, with a somewhat embarrassed look. After hesitating for a 

while, she mustered the courage and said, "Can you go to a place with me, I have something to say to 

you!" " 

 

Ye Chen would naturally not refuse Chu Ying, nodded and said: "Let's go." 

 

It just so happened that he had asked the emperor of Nine Nether Kingdom not long ago to inform Chu's 

father that Chu Ying was resurrected. 

 

Although Father Chu is rooted in the Nine Nether Kingdom, his business has already achieved the 

Kingdom of God. Presumably Father Chu has contacted Chu Ying in the past few days. 

 

The figures of the two of them drifted away, attracting envy. 

 

Not only are there people who are envious, but there are many others who admire Chuying! ! ! 

 

Ye Chen, such an excellent prince of heaven, which woman can be with him, that is a great blessing! 



 

At the same time, above the hall. 

 

It was filled with joy. 

 

Yu Zhenzi touched his beard and looked at the elders: "What do you think?" 

 

"How about my apprentice?" 

 

One of the elders frowned, hesitated for a long time, and then said: "Ye Chen deserves to be the proud 

son of heaven! The martial arts talent is too high." 

 

"The old man has been in Shenjizong for too long, and he has never seen such a powerful disciple." 

 

"Fight by leapfrogging, why can this guy get so many levels?" 

 

"He is less than a hundred years old. Why is the meaning of martial arts that he released just now so 

powerful and mellow?" 

 

"It's as if I've realized ten thousand years..." 

 

"I really can't figure it out." 

 

Tu Lanxin, who had been quiet, also suddenly said, "This kid..." 

 

"I never saw him have such a martial arts meaning in the trials." 

 

"Even if he absorbed the gods and demon pools and passed the seven-star refining pavilion, the 

meaning of martial arts can't be strengthened to such a degree in a short time?" 

 



"Besides, it's a bit weird. The power released to the human demon clan that day and Han Jiuxi today are 

a bit like a person from the kingdom of God..." 

 

Before Tu Lan finished speaking, several elders said in unison: "Kunwu Overlord!" 

 

Tu Lanxin nodded: "It is indeed him, but Ye Chen's meaning of martial arts is somewhat different from 

the power of the madman overlord, as if it is more advanced..." 

 

"It's hard to describe... It's like the Mad Martial Overlord gave Ye Chen some power, and then Ye Chen 

released the meaning of martial arts to the extreme... I don't know what I'm talking about." 

 

Madam Yu smiled slightly and said, "Lan Xin, are these important?" 

 

"Can you pay attention?" 

 

"It's Ye Chen's medical skills for treating many disciples just now." 

 

"The medical skills, what can you see?" 

 

Tu Lan's beautiful eyes condensed: "Canggu Medical God." 

 

Yu Zhenzi nodded: "Yes, that technique is the medical technique of the ancient doctor god." 

 

"If I guessed correctly, this Ye Xiaozi's background is not simple." 

 

"You know the contradiction between Canggu Medical God and Kuangwu Overlord in the Kingdom of 

God." 

 

"How can things from two people appear on one person?" 

 



"There is only one possibility, Ye Chen is the apprentice of the two." 

 

"The two mysteriously disappeared. If I guessed correctly, they should belong to the forces behind Ye 

Chen." 

 

"So everything can be explained?" 

 

Tu Lanxin was still a little weird: "Since Ye Chen has such a big background, why should he participate in 

the trials?" 

 

Yu Mako hesitated for a long time before saying: "Maybe it's the training of a big family." 

 

"But none of this is important. What is important is that Ye Chen is a disciple of our Shenji Sect." 

 

"Lan Xin, you brought back a treasure for the sect this time! Haha!" 

 

Soon, in the hall, there was a burst of laughter. 

 

Although Ye Chen has many secrets, does it really matter? 

 

Although Shenjizong is a first-class sect, it is the bottom of the first-class sect. 

 

Perhaps because of the appearance of Ye Chen, this pattern is about to change! 

 

... 

 

Not long after  Ye Chen and Chu Ying came to the fairy heart forest. 

 



At this time, there was no one in Xianxin Lin. Almost all the disciples of the Divine Extreme Sect were 

attracted to the square by Han Jiuxi's provocation, and now naturally there will be no unsightly guys 

coming in. 

 

The scenery of Xianxin Forest is very beautiful. 

 

Ye Chen and Chu Ying were standing in a small pavilion beside a waterfall. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "What do you want to tell me?" 

 

At this time, Chu Ying's fair and pretty face was already red. She lowered her head and dared not look at 

Ye Chen. She stammered, "I, I, I..." 

 

Originally, based on the relationship between the two, I knew it well. 

 

It was almost piercing the last layer of paper. 

 

She knew Ye Chen would not refuse him. 

 

She knew Ye Chen might like her. 

Chapter 2578: Extreme? 

 

She didn't mind it going on like this, silently guarding Ye Chen's side. 

 

However, Ye Chen is really too good and too bad! When Chu Ying saw the countless female disciples 

beside her, staring at Ye Chen, showing a nymphomaniac expression, and some even drooling, she was a 

little panicked! 

 

She was afraid that Ye Chen missed herself... 

 



I am afraid that everything is my own fantasy. 

 

Although she died for Ye Chen, what if Ye Chen didn't love herself? 

 

She wanted to confess it seriously and confirm it once. 

 

But at this time, I don't know why, I can't say it! 

 

She had never said anything like this to anyone, never knew it was so difficult to say! 

 

Simply, it is even more difficult than immediately cultivating an ancient martial art to the extreme... 

 

Chu Ying was so anxious that she was about to cry. 

 

Originally looking at Chu Ying playfully, Ye Chen, who was silent, chuckled and shook his head: "Do you 

like me?" 

 

If he doesn't say it, maybe the two of them will be here for a month! 

 

Chu Ying was taken aback when she heard the words, and then, as if a chicken pecking at rice, she 

nodded repeatedly! 

 

Ye Chen suddenly stretched out his hand and grabbed Chu Ying's slender waist. He stared at Chu Ying's 

beautiful eyes with fiery eyes, and smiled faintly: "You mean you want to be my woman? You know 

what this means. What are you doing?" 

 

"Huh? I, this, you..." 

 

Chu Ying just calmed down a bit, and suddenly panicked again. She didn't even know where to put her 

hands, her heart accelerated wildly, and she was about to pop out of her throat! 



 

Ye Chen laughed and let go of her hand. Chu Ying looked like, although she was cold, she was so 

innocent in her heart. If she teases her like this, I am afraid that she will really play it badly. 

 

Chu Ying patted her chest lightly, looked at Ye Chen a little nervously, and asked, "You, promised?" 

 

Ye Chen smiled ambiguously, "If someone can reject a beautiful person like you, that person must not be 

a man." 

 

"Besides, when you blocked the blow for me in the Nine Nether Kingdom, I swear that I will live up to 

you in this life." 

 

Chu Yingqiao blushed even more, and she suddenly asked, "Ye Chen, do you know the celebration of 

God's Day?" 

 

"Shenzhen Day?" Ye Chen asked with some doubts: "What is that?" 

 

Chu Ying said: "The Day of God Celebration is a festival that the entire kingdom of God must spend 

together. In the ancient times, the demons from outside the territory invaded the kingdom of God with 

the intention to encroach on various continents. The number of demons is extremely large! 

 

But now, there are only a few demons who invade from time to time, thanks to the great victory of the 

strong human races in a big battle, driving most of the demons back to the Outland. 

 

The celebration of the gods is a festival to commemorate the war that repelled the demons back then. " 

 

Ye Chen nodded, somewhat similar to some festivals on the earth. 

 

"God celebration day will arrive after a while. At that time, according to the customs of the Kingdom of 

God, everyone will go to Shenyuan City to celebrate. It is very lively, Ye Chen, then, if you have time, can 

you stay with me for a while, I, I want to take you to meet my relatives in the kingdom of God." 

 



Ye Chen was startled slightly: "Are you a relative in the Kingdom of God? Aren't you born in the Kingdom 

of Jiuyou?" 

 

"By the way, has your father come for you? I notified your father when I returned." 

 

Chu Ying nodded: "Not long ago, my father came to me. He was very excited. Although he was proud of 

my entry into Shenji Sect, he was more worried." 

 

"In order to protect me, he also took me to see my relatives in the Kingdom of God." 

 

"I just knew that my mother actually came from the kingdom of God..." 

 

"Although the relatives on my mother's side accept me, they are also related to me and treat me well... 

but..." 

 

"But they always think that the goddess should get married earlier, and they have been recommending 

genius children to me these days, so I think..." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said: "Of course you can, even if you don't tell me, I have to meet them." 

 

Since Chu Ying is already his woman, how can she be introduced to other men? 

 

When Chu Ying heard this, her pretty face was full of joy. In fact, she didn't tell Ye Chen that seeing her 

parents was just one of them. 

 

Like many women from the Kingdom of God, she has always had a wish in her heart, that is, to walk in 

pairs on the streets of Shenyuan City with her beloved man, and enjoy the excitement and activities of 

God's Day together. 

 

"Ye Chen, then, I will go back first." 

 



Ye Chen said teasingly: "Go back? Don't want to go back to my place with me?" 

 

"No...no." Chu Ying said in a flustered manner: "I, I'm afraid to disturb your cultivation." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head helplessly and said: "Silly girl, amusing you, I will send you back." 

 

To be honest, he cannot say that he has no desire for Chu Ying, but the most important thing at the 

moment is indeed to cultivate and improve his strength! 

 

"You! You big pig!" 

 

Chu Ying gave Ye Chen a little embarrassed, and she didn't know what was wrong. In front of Ye Chen, 

she seemed to be particularly stupid! 

 

Why do you want to interrupt cultivation? 

 

Why send me back? 

 

Originally... Originally... Two people can... Humph! Anyway, Ye Chen is a big pig! 

 

... 

 

After Ye Chen sent Chu Ying back to the dormitory, he did not immediately return to his residence, 

instead, he came to the Cangwu Pavilion of Shenjizong. 

 

After his battle with Han Jiuxi, coupled with the power of the Kuangwu Overlord, his understanding of 

martial arts has improved somewhat, but it is not enough! 

 

If you want to absorb the meaning of martial arts more, you have to improve your martial arts realm! 

 



How to improve the martial art state? 

 

Naturally, it is the martial arts! 

 

Moreover, it is the most powerful type of martial arts in the kingdom of God! 

 

At the same time, Ye Chen had six sword gods as the basis for attacking martial arts, but he had to 

improve his body skills and spirit skills. 

 

Yu Zhenzi had already given Ye Chen the authority equivalent to the head of the sect, and he could use 

all the resources in the sect at will. 

 

Immediately, Ye Chen was not polite, and directly swept away the ancient-level swordsmanship 

swordsmanship, palm skills, body skills, soul skills, etc., all kinds of martial arts in the Cangwu Pavilion. ! 

 

After that, he returned to the lodging assigned to him by Yu Zhenzi, and when he had enough energy, he 

began to comprehend day and night! 

 

With his current martial arts realm and spiritual power, even the peak of ancient martial arts, it would 

not take much time to comprehend. Originally, the meaning of true martial arts has a huge bonus to 

understanding martial arts! 

 

... 

 

On an iceberg outside Qihan Jiao. 

 

A girl wearing a veil stared at an ice city shrouded in the cold wind. 

 

That is where the Qihan Sect is. 

 

And this iceberg just happened to be unobstructed. 



 

The veil girl is full of endless coldness. 

 

Beautiful eyes, closed tightly. 

 

As if nothing disturbed her world. 

Chapter 2579: 1 pass, then 0 pass! 

 

Next to her was a huge black beast with flames on its feet. 

 

This behemoth is Umang! 

 

But the Umang at this moment has obviously changed a lot! 

 

At this moment, a fair-skinned and playful girl walked to the side of the veiled girl: "Palace Master, how 

long shall we wait here?" 

 

Wei Ying's eyes closed tightly: "Bai'er, so impatient?" 

 

Bai'er pursed his lips: "Palace Master, why don't you go to practice, you are in control of all the training 

resources of the Absolute Frost Imperial Palace." 

 

"This is no less than the cultivation resources of half a kingdom of God." 

 

"Palace lord is exclusive, if you practice more, you can break through chaos as soon as possible! When 

the palace lord is strong enough, we can find the mastermind!" 

 

"Palace Master, why do you always intervene in Ye Chen's affairs?" 

 



"Just now you saw it outside the Divine Extreme Sect. That kid is terrible now. He is strong enough to 

protect himself." 

 

"You don't need to guard him everywhere in the Kingdom of God like in the Lingwu Continent." 

 

"Besides, this kid doesn't know how good you are or what you have done!" 

 

"Is that so?" 

 

"Palace Master, everyone outside says that you are a devil who cuts off seven passions, but only Baier 

knows that you are a silly girl who longs for love!" 

 

Wei Ying opened her eyes suddenly, and there was a little frost all over her long eyelashes. 

 

Very beautiful. 

 

Beautiful suffocation. 

 

Her pupils seemed to reflect a quiet world. 

 

Only belongs to her Wei Ying's world. 

 

Wei Ying did not blame Bai'er for saying this, but said lightly: "Bai'er, I'm just used to doing this." 

 

"I used to look forward to what that guy would look like when I took off my veil." 

 

"Now... it doesn't matter." 

 

"From the moment I stepped into the Absolute Frost Palace, I was carrying a sea of blood and deep 

hatred." 



 

"Everything I got is to uncover the secrets that the many peerless strong men standing on the top of the 

mountain cover the world." 

 

"Maybe it's not a secret, this is their fig leaf." 

 

"They trampled on the dignity of a top sect and divided up the wealth of the top sect for their own 

desires!" 

 

"They think they are the masters of this world!" 

 

"They enjoy the pleasure of plundering resources!" 

 

"They told the world that the Absolute Cold Imperial Palace is a typical example of the weak and the 

strong!" 

 

Wei Ying smiled. 

 

The color of the lips is as red as blood in the ice and snow! 

 

"A bunch of stupid masters!" 

 

"They don't know, their proud resources are not the secret of Absolute Frost Imperial Palace at all!" 

 

"Because the real secret of the Absolute Frost Imperial Palace is hidden under the bones of countless 

disciples!" 

 

"It's me, Wei Ying, pulling away the endless bones and holding the Supreme Secret!" 

 



"I want to use that supreme mystery to go to the sky, and pull those who are involved in all of this, high 

above, one by one... pull down the dark abyss!" 

 

"The person in the Absolute Frost Palace who died for me, rectify their names!" 

 

The U-mang beside him obviously felt Wei Ying's emotions, and when he stepped on his feet, a raging 

fire broke out all over his body! 

 

The ice of the iceberg melted! 

 

Revival of vegetation! 

 

The entire mountain body unexpectedly produced extremely strong vibrations. 

 

After a full minute. 

 

Wei Ying's breath receded and turned around: "Let's go, Qihan Sect doesn't dare to act on Ye Chen for a 

short time." 

 

"If it is moved in advance, then the old and new accounts will be calculated together!" 

 

"Bai'er, let's go." 

 

... 

 

Twenty days later, Shenjizong. 

 

Sitting in the room, Ye Chen was surrounded by various scattered jade slips and ancient books, and his 

whole body was almost submerged. 

 



At this moment, Ye Chen closed his eyes tightly, sometimes frowning, sometimes smiling, sometimes 

dignified, sometimes full of joy, as if constantly thinking about something. 

 

And the weird thing is! With the change of Ye Chen's expression, behind him, on the wall made of 

extremely strong corundum, there were actually sword marks, sword marks, fist marks, and palm marks 

from time to time! 

 

At this time, the top grade corundum wall was densely packed, filled with countless marks! 

 

There are millions of them! Layers on top of each other! 

 

Suddenly, Ye Chen's eyes opened suddenly, and in his eyes, a very dazzling white light burst out, and a 

burst of strong real martial meaning, soaring to the sky, everyone in the entire Shenji sect, unexpectedly 

At the same time, he felt something in his heart, shocked, and glanced in the direction where Ye Chen 

was! 

 

Tu Lanxin and Yu Zhenzi both changed their expressions at the same time! 

 

How is this possible? 

 

It's only been a few days! How did Ye Chen's true martial meaning increase again? 

 

Even in that place, it is extremely difficult to comprehend the meaning of the real martial arts of 

promotion! 

 

Even if it takes ten thousand years to make a small step forward, it is considered good... 

 

But what about Ye Chen? Have you improved again in less than a month? 

 

Moreover, it seems that progress is not small! 

 



Tu Lanxin's expression was a little broken... 

 

Does this make people live? 

 

In the past, it was her who made other evildoers depressed and aggrieved. Now, it is her turn to 

experience the same feeling... 

 

As for Yu Zhenzi, he has not known how long he has lived, and he is in charge of the first class of the 

kingdom of God, and the strong mind is extremely calm. At this time, besides a smirk, he still smirked... 

 

After a while, his breath receded, Ye Chen stood up and glanced at the corundum wall behind him, his 

face was full of joy! 

 

This retreat is a great harvest! 

 

Shenjizong is the upper-class sect of the Kingdom of God. It has a collection of various top martial arts in 

the Kingdom of God. In addition, Ye Chen also has a half-step ancient martial arts obtained from Hong 

Yan! 

 

But unfortunately, the overlord of Kuangwu didn't like to teach him actively. 

 

If there is the teaching of the mad fighter overlord, the progress may be faster. 

 

Every time Ye Chen glanced at the reincarnation cemetery, he would find that the reincarnation 

cemetery was full of the voice of the old man and the madman overlord. 

 

The grievances between the two have not yet been resolved. 

 

There were many times, Ye Chen couldn't stand it anymore, and interrupted a few words, and a strong 

sense of martial arts blasted him out abruptly! 

 



He felt that he, the owner of the reincarnation cemetery, was too aggrieved. 

 

But these days, there is another surprise. 

 

That is the six swords, the wind is clear. 

 

Ye Chen has always been curious about what Feng Qingyang's concept of Six Swords Unite has been 

delayed. 

 

He asked Feng Qingyang once  Feng Qingyang only answered one sentence: "Stronger than your true 

martial meaning, that is the ultimate sword!" 

 

In the past twenty days, Ye Chen did not deliberately practice any martial arts, but he has already 

mastered all the martial arts that he has comprehended! 

 

One pass, Belden! 

 

Understand the nature of martial arts, it is not difficult to create martial arts, let alone comprehend? 

 

This time of enlightenment, Ye Chen has digested a lot of martial arts! 

 

Ling Xiao Wuyi's increase in his strength has tripled! 

 

His realm also broke through to the second layer of the Taixu as he wished. 

 

However, what makes Ye Chen strange is, why hasn't the thunder tribulation of the emptiness come? 

 

Is this a big move brewing? 

 

The thunder robbery that won't arrive at that time is stronger than Erley. 



Chapter 2580: Identity 

 

Ye Chen had a bad premonition in his heart. 

 

"Forget it, I don't care when the thunder robbery will come! I don't believe it, no matter how strong 

thunder robbery, can it be stronger than Ling Xiao's martial intent?" 

 

Ling Xiao's martial arts is based on the traces of real martial arts that Ye Chen has touched, combined 

with the martial arts of the mad martial master, what he has mastered is only his own martial arts. 

 

What's more, what Ye Chen comprehended was still an extremely high class among martial arts! With 

this kind of advanced martial intent, the improvement of the strength of the warrior is in all aspects! 

 

Regardless of speed, attack, discovery of the opponent's flaws, mood lock, etc., there are bonuses! 

 

However, the more advanced the martial arts conception, the more difficult it is to make progress! 

 

Even with Ye Chen's talent, if there is no such pure martial arts rhyme left by the Seven-Star Refining 

Pavilion, I am afraid it will take several years, even more than ten years, to reach the current state! 

 

The essence of the martial arts meaning left behind is the understanding of martial arts by the 

predecessors of Shenjizong! 

 

The martial arts comprehension of a super-powerful who soared to a very strong plane in ancient times! 

 

As long as he has the foundation to absorb the opponent's martial arts insight, it can greatly accelerate 

the growth of Ye Chen's martial arts. 

 

However, what makes Ye Chen a little pity is that now, he can say that he has fully understood many of 

the martial arts of the Kingdom of God, and there is no more material that can be used to enhance his 

martial arts mood. If he can't find other materials If you have a chance, you may want to absorb the 

remaining martial arts conception, you have to wait and then wait! 



 

In addition to the promotion of martial arts, after integrating various martial skills, Ye Chen has created 

a body technique, a fist technique, and a soul technique! 

 

He collectively referred to these three martial arts as Jiwu! 

 

After all, this martial art has surpassed everything, but it was half a step away from ancient times, and 

there was still a slight gap. 

 

Respectively are 

 

Jiwu: God flash! 

 

Jiwu: Heavy punch! 

 

Jiwu: Zhu Soul! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes kept flickering, and if he switched these three extreme martial arts at a high speed with 

the blessing of Ling Xiao's martial intentions, and combined with the martial arts taught by Feng 

Qingyang and the Demon Emperor, his strength would rise again! 

 

It's a pity that all this consumes the spiritual power of Dantian too terribly. 

 

Don't use it as a last resort. 

 

Otherwise, he may fall into a crisis. 

 

After all, without Ling Xiao Wuyi's martial intention blessing, no matter how strong the martial arts 

understanding is, it cannot be perfectly switched like Ye Chen! 

 



At the next moment, Ye Chen's figure flashed in the room extremely fast, and in the flash, he punched 

out from time to time, and in the instant of punching, it transformed into a spirit attack. The moment 

the spirit attacked, he punched out again. , Suddenly, switched to swordsmanship... 

 

With such constant switching and running-in, Ye Chen's attack became more and more smooth and 

smart! 

 

After half a day, Ye Chen wiped the sweat on his forehead, and a smile appeared on his face: "This level, 

without the power of the mad martial overlord, should be enough to deal with the warriors of the 

fourth layer of the sky, right? Today, Just stop here, don't let Ying'er wait in a hurry." 

 

Now, if Ye Chen had all his cards out, his comprehensive strength was already comparable to the 

powerhouse of Zhan E's Fourth Layer! 

 

At this rate of progress... 

 

It won't take long for Ye Chen's name to be on the Fengshen Monument! 

 

too scary! 

 

Even if the **** is the reincarnation of the real demon god, isn't Ye Chen as against the sky? 

 

In the blink of an eye, Ye Chen had already arrived in front of Chu Ying's dormitory, Chu Ying had already 

been waiting there. 

 

Today's Chu Ying has been specially dressed up. The original cold and beautiful face has added a touch 

of charm, even if Ye Chen saw it, she couldn't help but froze for a while, her heart swayed! 

 

So tempting! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help but swallowed his saliva, walked forward, and smiled: "Ying'er, I made you wait 

for a long time." 



 

Chu Ying smiled slightly and said, "It took so long to come!" 

 

Ye Chen touched his nose and hugged Chu Ying's slender waist and said, "Okay, when the time comes, I 

will accompany you to stroll around." 

 

... 

 

After that, Ye Chen took out a flute and blew it softly, a dragon chant resounded across the sky, and 

then, there was a black dragon full of black and bright scales, pulling the dragon cart and descending 

from the sky! 

 

Look at the look of this black dragon, no worse than the ice dragon of Qihan Sect! This Black Jiao's 

cultivation base is also high! 

 

Ye Chen smiled slightly, still satisfied, this dragon cart was also given to him by Yu Zhenzi. 

 

This Yuzhenzi is really good to Ye Chen. 

 

This can be said to be a very hand-crafted object. 

 

Then, the two of them rode in the dragon cart of Shenjizong and headed for Shenyuan City. 

 

Ye Chen originally wanted to take Chu Ying to stroll around and relax, but since Chu Ying fought with 

Han Jiaojiao, she felt that her strength was insufficient. She didn't want to be protected by Ye Chen all 

the time. Even if she can't catch up with Ye Chen, she doesn't want to drag Ye Chen's hind legs! 

 

Therefore, during this time, Chu Ying was practicing desperately and didn't want to play. 

 

Ye Chen did not reluctantly. 

 



... 

 

Shenyuan City is not too far from the mountain where Shenji Sect is located. One day later, the dragon 

cart landed in a brightly lit and extremely prosperous city. 

 

Here is the Shenyuan City. 

 

Shenyuan City is not only a place to celebrate God's Day, but also the central area of the entire God 

Kingdom! At the same time, it is also the base camp of the Kingdom of God. 

 

When Ye Chen's dragon cart landed, it also attracted a burst of shocked eyes. After all, not everyone is 

qualified to ride such a dragon cart. 

 

However, the reaction of these people is not too great. 

 

In fact, not everyone can participate in the celebration of the gods. 

 

Only a person with a certain identity and an invitation card distributed by Shenyuan City can be eligible 

to enter Shenyuan City. 

 

However, for Ye Chen and Chu Ying, such disciples from the first-class powers, it is naturally not a 

problem. There are too many invitations allocated to Shenjizong. 

 

However, this can also explain how high the quality of martial artists is in Shenyuan City. 

 

Walking on the streets of Shenyuan City, Ye Chen was also slightly surprised. 

 

Here, there is actually a martial artist who can hardly see under the Taixu realm! 

 

Chu Ying said to Ye Chen: "My grandfather and I met at the Shenyin RestaurantShould we go shopping 

first, or just go directly?" 



 

Ye Chen thought for a while and then said, "Go straight ahead. After seeing Grandpa and them, it's not 

too late to go shopping." 

 

For Chu Ying's grandfather, he was very polite, and didn't want the elders to arrive first and wait for 

them. 

 

Soon, Ye Chen and Chu Ying arrived at the Shenyin Restaurant. This Shenyin Restaurant is very 

impressive. It looks so high, I don’t know how many floors there are. Moreover, even so, in the 

restaurant, There was a lot of voices, and there were no empty seats! 

 

Business is extremely hot! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, and Chu Ying's mother's Wen family could book a place here. It seemed that it 

was no ordinary family. 

 

Judging from the style of the guests coming and going, and the cultivation base, if Ye Chen guessed well, 

the Wen family should be a third- or second-class family. 

 

With such a big family born, why would Chu Ying's mother fall in love with Chu's father in the Nine 

Nether Kingdom? 

 

Ye Chen couldn't figure it out. 


